4. You can use Zombucks to buy more buildings
and upgrade your existing ones. This will help
you generate coins faster and grow more plants.
5. Edit Mode is great for making things just the way you like—
and for saving your brains. You can move anything in your town,
including buildings, decorations, plants and paths. Plus, you
can — and should! — design your own custom pathways to better
protect your buildings from zombies.

T R AVEL

GUID E

An exciting part of any adventure is the preparation — finding
great advice from survivors travelers who’ve already made
the journey. That’s why we’re sharing some of our best travel
tips* with you. Be sure to use them and make the most of your
adventures in Big Zombie Country.
Enjoy!
1. Plant before Road Trips. Be sure to load up
your planter boxes with seeds before you take a
Road Trip. When you come back, you’ll have fully
grown plants waiting for you.
2. Location, location, location! When placing plants in combat, not all
spots are created equal. Take advantage of your plants’ range and
pathway corners to find some great spots for maximum damage.
3. Wall-nuts and intersections — no matter which paths the zombies
take in PvZ Adventures, a great way to stop
them is to place Wall-nuts at the intersections.
Wall-nuts can stop zombies from multiple lanes,
and they don’t have to be directly in front of the
zombie to attract its attention.

6. Be prepared. As you unlock new buildings in
town, make sure to set up a good defense for
each building right away. Once the zombies start
their invasion, you only have 30 seconds for any
final preparations — so make them count!
7. Explosive trail mix — Wall-nuts and Cherry Bombs make a potent
combo. Wait until a bunch of zombies have piled up next to your
Wall-nut and blow them all away with a Cherry Bomb!
8. Plant Perk and Zombie Freeze are powerful
tools for powering up plants and slowing down
zombies. But be careful: they cost 25 Sun per
use, so don’t overspend — you need sun to
place plants.
9. Send friends a challenge! If you have some extra Zombucks
lying around, you can send a wave of zombies to your friends’
town and earn extra coins. The more you play, the stronger the
zombies you unlock.
10. Choose plants wisely. As you unlock new plants, you will have to
decide which plants to bring with you into each combat. If you are
having a hard time on a level, try a different combination of plants
for maximum zombie zapping.
*Big Zombie Country Tourism Board is sure you’ll find your own
tips that are actually “the best.” If you do, please be sure to share
them with the world.
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